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Background

Bioinspiration is the utilization of biological materials as blueprints for new, synthetic materials. Optimized through a millennia of evolution, the horse hoof is the subject for creating bioinspired high impact resistant materials.

Horse hooves consist of a hierarchical assembly of microstructures that make up the exterior wall. The horse hoof microstructure is composed of a keratin based fibrous nanostructure as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Microscopic computer generated view of a small slice of the hoof wall. [1]

The filaments formulate the prominent tubular structure that varies from the exterior to interior of the hoof wall. Figure 2 exhibits the variation in patterns through the hoof. Previous studies focused primarily on testing samples of the real hoof. In particular, compression tests showed how the tubules in the hoof helped to deflect cracks. The tubules direct fractures towards the exterior wall, away from the sensitive interior tissue. (8)

Figure 2: High magnification top down image of the hoof wall from exterior to interior that shows tubule composition throughout the wall. [2]

Additionally, other studies gathered data on tubule dimensions using electron microscopy. These measurements documented the sizes of tubules in microns.

Objective

To design bioinspired models with two aims:
1. Learn more about functionality of hoof microstructures
2. Dictate guidelines for future bioinspired models and impact resistant materials

Method

Gather data on dimensions of tubular microstructure from previous studies

Scale up dimensions from microns to macroscale

Use data to model samples using Computer Aided Design software

3D Print the models

Conduct physical impact and compression testing on the models

Analyze results to make comparisons with models and real hoof samples

The models were created with 64 tubules that serve as an inspired representation of the hoof wall from exterior to interior. These models were then sized to meet 3D printing practicality and testing capabilities.

Models feature independent patterns and variables in the hoof:
• Tubule density gradient
• Cortical layers surrounding the tubule cavity (stiffer)
• Tubule shape gradient
• Lamellae layers, intermediate filament (flexible)

Results

Physical 3D printed models were printed using PolyJet method as 30x30x5cm samples. Print materials are photopolymers: VeriClear (E=2 GPa), Rigur (E=1.2 GPa), TangoBlack (E = 0.9 MPa) to simulate similar ratios seen within the real hoof wall samples.

Preliminary Results for Physical Testing

Initial drop tower impacting testing results are promising.

As predicted, the tubules do visualize signs of crack deflection behavior similar to the behavior seen in the real hoof. In Figure 8, green circles indicate tubules that helped to guide/deflect the cracks. Red circles indicate tubules where the crack interface is actually arrested by the tubule.

Both crack deflection mechanisms are also present in the real hoof, validating these synthetic models to the extent of this initial testing. After seeing this proof of concept, testing is continuing.

Discussion

In testing phase, the models have shown great promise in results. Expected results from the physical tests will provide insight on how the models fracture which can lead to greater understanding of the functionality of the tubular structure. With these results, comparisons can be made with previous results from studies done on real hoof samples. When comparing mechanical performance, it is expected that the bioinspired models would outperform the actual hoof samples because of the improved mechanical properties of the synthetic materials. Through this general comparison, the design of the bioinspired models can be validated.

Future work includes exploring:
• Different scale and number of tubules (ie. a single tubule or an arrangement of four tubules) like seen in Figure 9
• Finite element analysis and simulations for the models like seen in Figure 10
• Hooves of other species

Conclusion

As an ongoing research project, the bioinspired models are soon to be characterized and validated. The models have the potential to make a strong contribution to both bioinspiration and the study of the horse hoof. This project, as an intersection point of materials science, biology, and mechanical engineering, will help to catalogue property findings and cultivate design guidelines for new synthetic materials. The study of the microstructure of the horse hoof through model design will provide novel insights in the burgeoning field of bioinspiration and will contribute to the next generation of impact resistant materials.
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